
Creating and Maintaining 

Clear Boundaries

In Ministry



Breathe into me, Holy 

Spirit, that my thoughts 

may all be holy. Move in 

me, Holy Spirit, that my 

work, too, may be holy. 

Attract my heart, Holy 

Spirit, that I may love 

only what is holy. 

Strengthen me, Holy 

Spirit, that I may defend 

all that is holy. Protect 

me, Holy Spirit, that I 

may always be holy.

Saint Augustine

Opening 

Prayer



Created 

for Relationship

 By our very 

creation we are 

social creatures.

 Created in the 

image of God –

the Trinity, we 

were made for 

communion.

 God desires 

relationship with 

us and created 

us to need others 

and to need Him.



Ministry is About Relationships

 “Being a Christian is not the result of an ethical choice or 

a lofty idea, but the encounter with an event, a person, 

which gives life a new horizon and a decisive direction.”  

-Pope Benedict XVI, Encyclical Letter Dues Caritas Est 

(December 25, 2005)

 “Whenever we encounter another person in love, we 

learn something new about God. Whenever our eyes are 

opened to acknowledge the other, we grow in the light of 

faith and the knowledge of God.”

-Pope Francis, Evangelii Gaudium §272

To be effective in ministry we 

must engage in loving 

relationships with those we 

serve.



Relationship and the 

Gospel Message

 Loving relationships 
help us understand 
God's love for us

 Without loving 
relationships it can 
be difficult to 
comprehend God's 
love.

 Isaiah 49:15 “Can a 
mother forget her 
infant, be without 
tenderness for the 
child of her 
womb? Even should 
she forget, I will never 
forget you.”

 Psalms 103:13 “As a 
father has compassion 
on his children, so the 
LORD has compassion 
on those who fear 
him.”



What is a Loving Relationship?

Love is patient Love is kind. 
It is not jealous is not pompous, 

It is not inflated it is not rude, 
it does not seek its own interests, it is not 

quick-tempered, it does not brood over injury.  
It does not rejoice over wrongdoing but 

rejoices with the truth. It bears all things, 
believes all things, hopes all things, 

endures all things.
Love 
never 
fails. 

1 Corinthians 13:4-8

Our fundamental vocation is to self-giving, fruitful love in 
imitation of the Lord. CCC 2392

“Willing 

the Good 

of the Other”
St. Thomas Aquinas

“God 

gives us 

relationships so that 

we can help 

each other

get to 

Heaven”

Matthew Kelly



God’s Plan for 

Human Love

❑ “From the 
beginning of 
creation, God’s 
beautiful plan for 
human love was 
inscribed on the 
human heart and in 
the human body.”
Create in Me a Clean Heart:  
A Pastoral Response to 
Pornography USCCB, 2015

 The law of the 
gift:  “In the end, 
human persons will 
find the happiness 
they long for when 
they learn to live 
like the Trinity, 
giving themselves 
in love to others.”
Edward Sri, Catholic 
Resource Education Center



After the Fall

◼ “Man lost the self-mastery 

necessary to keep selfish 

desires from growing in his 

heart and poisoning his 

relationship.” Edward Sri

❑ We can not see with "the vision 

of the Creator" ("It is good!").

❑ We fail to see each other as 

persons entrusted to us and gifts 

that we long to serve with selfless 

love and responsibility.

❑ Our heart’s love is tainted by selfish 

desires to use each other.



Love vs Use
 “The opposite of love is 

not hate, but rather using
a person as if he or she 
were an object.”  
Saint Pope John Paul II

 We objectify others 

whenever we:
 Focus on mere parts, rather 

than the whole person.

 Use others as a means to an end.

 View  others as less than human, 
less than ourselves, or less than a 
Child of God.  

 The risks of objectification are 
exploitation, violence, and death.
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53% of Nebraskans 

Report ACES –10% 

have experienced 

3 or more.

24 people per minute 

are victims of physical 

violence, rape or 

stalking in

the U.S.

In the 2017 / 2018 

school year there 

were 23 school 

shootings where 

someone 

was hurt or 

killed.

Every year in the world 

there are an estimated 

40-50 million abortions -

approximately 125,000 

per day.

In 2015 almost 

800,000 children 

experienced abuse 

or neglect.  Over 

1600 died 

as a result.

15% of teens say 

they send sexts 

and 27% receive 

them.

1 in 4 girls 

1 in 6 boys 

Sexually 

Abused by

age 18

28% of US Students 

have been targeted 

by Bullying.

90% of boys and 

60% of girls have 

been exposed to  

pornography age 18.

A  2016 study found, 

900 ads selling 

individuals for sex in 

Nebraska

In one month.



Power and 

Exploitation

Child 
AbusePornograp

hy

Sexual 

Harassment /Assault

Human 

Trafficking

All types of abuse 

and exploitation 

involve an 

imbalance of power 

in relationships – a 

power differential



Power Differentials in Ministry

By their very nature, virtually all 
ministerial relationships have a built in 
power differential:

 “Aura of goodness” 

 Authority (roles, age, 

experience, education, size...)

 Control of assets / access 

to resources

 Communication / 

Disclosure  

 Vulnerability 



Power Differential Vulnerability

Vulnerable Defined

◼ Children and youth under age 18

◼ Adults who “habitually lack the use of reason”

◼ Anyone “in an infirm state, of physical or mental 

deficiency, or deprivation of personal freedom, that in 

fact, even occasionally, limits their capacity to intend 

or to want or in any way to resist the offense.”  Pope 

Francis’ Motu Proprio, Vos Etis Lux Mundi (You are the Light of the 

World)

◼ Catholic Social Teaching:  Those who have no voice, 

those whose rights have been violated, those whose 

dignity has not been recognized.



Exploitation of Power

 Power Differential Vulnerability aExploitation 

of Power

 Exploitation of Power

◼ Intentional

 Individual with a motivation to harm / use others

 Individual who seeks power / control over others

◼ Unintentional 

 Failure to recognize power differential / vulnerability of others

 Failure to protect the vulnerable

 Unclear, inadequate, absent, or shifting boundaries

 At the core of exploitation is objectification of 

human persons.



Differences 

in Power are 

Magnified 

and 

Distorted 

by:

Poor Boundaries

Overlapping 
Relationships

Absence of Structure

Vulnerability / Crisis



The Benefit of 

Boundaries
 Preserve dignity / respect of 

both individuals

 Decrease the possibility of 
either individual being taken 
advantage of by the other

 Assist both individuals in 
developing / maintaining 
independence

 Insure that the relationship 
doesn’t supersede other 
needs

 Reduce misunderstandings 
/ misinterpretations



Religion Provides Boundaries

 Our Catholic faith provides boundaries.

 “The boundaries, the moral exhortations of Christ and his 

Church, are not arbitrary restrictions designed to crush 

our personal liberties. Quite to the contrary, the 

boundaries liberate us, allowing us to see the world 

through the eyes of Christ, coloring everything we think, 

say, or do, ordering our lives within the framework of 

divine charity so that we live in the service of God and 

the service of our neighbors. ” J Steven Covington

 In essence, the truths of our faith are boundaries that 

protect our relationships, our ability to love as God 

intended, and our life and dignity as human persons.



The 

Truths of 

Our Faith

Natural Law:  Present in 
God’s Creation

• Conscience

• The longing of our heart –

“The law of the Gift”

• Theology of the Body

Old Law:  The 
Commandments

• “Not just the law, but a good 
idea”

• The one who created us knows 
what will bring us joy and what 
will bring us sorrow.

New Law:  Christ and 
The Gospel Message  

• “Love as I have loved you”

• The ultimate model of  self-

sacrificing love

Sacred Tradition: The 
Teachings and Practices  of 
the Church

The sacrament of marriage is not a 

social convention, an empty ritual or 

merely the outward sign of a 

commitment. The sacrament is a gift 

given for the sanctification and 

salvation of the spouses…



Truth, Boundaries, and the Secular World

 The sexual revolution changed the way our culture views sex / 

sexual relationships

 Marriage is devalued and redefined, with fewer men and 

women receiving the sacrament.

 The idea of living chastely is presented as unconventional and 

unattainable.

 “Marriage now tends to be viewed as a form of mere 

emotional satisfaction that can be constructed in any 

way or modified at will”  Pope Francis The Joy of the Gospel (#66). 



Cultural 
Shift 

Among 
Catholics



Common Truths

There are some concepts that our society as a 

whole tends to recognize as true:

1. Sexual activity with minors / vulnerable adults is 

wrong.

2. Sexual activity with anyone without their 

consent is wrong.

3. There are factors (including power differentials 

in relationships) that interfere with an 

individual’s ability to consent….



Valid Consent

 Competency vs Vulnerability
◼ Age of consent

 Age 16 in relationships with peers

 Always considered vulnerable in relationships with adults

◼ Ability to use reason

◼ Additional Sources of Vulnerability
 Intoxication, lack of consciousness, etc

 Informed
◼ Knowledge / understanding of  what one is 

consenting to.
 Inability to understand or Use of deceit

 Free
◼ Free of any coercion, enticement or threat.

◼ Free of any imbalance of power in the relationship



Love, Marriage, and Validity

 Consent exists within marriage as well. 

 Marriage based on authentic love supports valid 

consent.

◼ Free, total, faithful, fruitful gift of self

◼ No power differential – both are “all in”

 Marriages are sacramentally valid when the 

sacrament is in proper form and both husband 

and wife are:

◼ Competent

◼ Informed 

◼ And have entered the sacrament freely



Is Consent Alone Sufficient for 

Evaluating Sexual Behavior?

https://www.catholic.com/video/is-consent-alone-sufficient-for-evaluating-sexual-behavior

https://www.catholic.com/video/is-consent-alone-sufficient-for-evaluating-sexual-behavior


Pre-Condition III:  Creating External Inhibitions

Maintain Clear Boundaries
❑ Be mindful of your words and actions.
▪ Avoid behavior that could be misinterpreted / 

misconstrued. 
•roughhousing • tickling • flirtatious behavior

▪ Avoid offensive language

▪ Keep topics age-appropriate

▪ Utilize humor without offending others.

• don't tease / ridicule

▪ Strive to be consistent with Catholic Teaching.

❑ Avoid covert/overt sexual behaviors 
▪ Seductive speech / gestures 

▪ Physical contact

▪ Exposure to inappropriate media, etc.



External Inhibitions

Maintain Clear Boundaries continued

❑Clarify Boundaries
▪ Respect boundaries set by others.

Respect each individual's need for personal space.

▪ Respond to inappropriate boundaries 

clearly and with sensitivity.
• Clearly state that the contact is uncomfortable 

• or inappropriate for the setting.

• Identify an appropriate boundary.

• Convey acceptance / unconditional positive regard.

❑Encourage others to respect the 

boundaries of their peers.



Pre-Condition III:  Creating External Inhibitions

Maintain Clear Boundaries continued

❑ Maintain Focus on Purpose of Interaction

▪ Witnessing Faith

▪ Fostering Growth

▪ Serving Their Needs

Meet personal needs for affection, intimacy, attraction, and affirmation 

in your adult relationships.

❑ Be aware of your own and other's 

vulnerability in regard to sexuality.

▪ Unmet Needs 

▪ Stressors

▪ Developmental Level



Precondition III:  Creating External Inhibitions

Maintaining Clear Boundaries
What to do: Be aware of:

Be Mindful of  Physical and Verbal 

Interactions 

Clarify Boundaries:

• Respect boundaries set by others.

• Respond to poor boundaries 

• Encourage respect for boundaries 

of peers.

Maintain Focus on Purpose of 

Interaction:

• Witness Faith • Foster Growth 

• Serve their Needs.

Be Aware of Sexual Vulnerabilities 

• Self • Others

Interactions that look questionable

Interactions, media, jokes, or 

discussion that:
• are not age appropriate • are not in 

line with Catholic Teaching • target or 

single-out a group or individual.

Signs of discomfort: 
• with you  • with your colleagues in 

ministry  • with peers

Absent, unclear, or shifting  

boundaries.

Motivation for interactions.

Needs of children / youth:

• vulnerabilities •unmet needs     

• stressors  • developmental level



Establishing Boundaries is a 

Deliberate Action

 An effort to be “deliberately different from those who may 

have been hurtful”

 Not always the easy choice

 Requires focus on long-term goals / effects

 Demands teaching through modeling

◼ “Do as I do.”

 Based on Moral Decision-Making



Evaluating Boundaries

Ask Yourself:

 Will this action foster independence or 
create dependence?

 Does this action create a hardship for me, 
my family, others who need me?

 Does this action impact my health, the 
health of those I serve?

 Could this action be misinterpreted / 
misconstrued?

 How does this action impact the power-
differential in the relationship? 

 Does this action model healthy boundaries 
for those I serve?



Responding to Poor Boundaries
If you observe poor boundaries in a ministry 

relationship, respond in the same way you would 

respond to violations of the code of conduct:

 Document concerns 

▪ Complete “Incident Report”

▪ Consult with immediate supervisor who will:

▪ Assess seriousness of violation

▪ Warning and problem solving

▪ Direct supervision

▪ Reassignment

▪ If the individual of concern is your supervisor, report 
to your pastor or the Diocesan Child Protection 
Office.



Responding to Observations or 

Disclosures of Sexual Misconduct 

If you observe or are informed of sexual misconduct in 

a ministry relationship:

 Inform your immediate supervisor (pastor or 

Diocesan Child Protection Office if your supervisor is 

the individual of concern).

 Report to appropriate authorities:
◼ Local law enforcement.

◼ Nebraska State Patrol

 Do not attempt to determine if the sexual behavior is 

“illegal” or “consensual,” let investigators make the 

determination.

 Contact the Diocesan Child Protection Office.



Responding to Disclosures
DO DON’T

 Believe the person.

 Remain calm.

 Listen without interrupting.

 Assure the individual he/she 
did the right thing in telling 
you.

 Stress that the individual is 
not at fault.

 Listen and report concerns.

 Refer to an investigator as 
soon as possible.

 Offer reassurance you will 
do all you can to keep them 
safe.

 Try to investigate.

 Pressure the individual to 

talk more.

 Make promises you cannot 

keep (e.g. I will keep you 

safe, this won’t happen 

again, I won’t tell anyone).

 Don’t ask leading questions.

 Don’t react with intense 

emotion (anger, disgust, 

sadness).



Clear Boundaries in Ministry

 Are based in Truth.

 Empower rather than control.

 Do not insult or offend.

 Do not lead others to sin.

 Do not use others as if they were an object, 

rather respect their inherent dignity as human 

persons.

 Do not establish unhealthy expectations (pre-

grooming)

 Maintain focus on the purpose of the interaction 



Scenarios for Discussion

Scenario 1:
a) One of the people you are ministering to calls 

you twelve times a day, with questions, 

concerns, or “just to talk.”

b) They ask to be friends on social media and 

start “messaging” late at night, expressing 

discontent if you do not respond immediately.

c) When you attempt to set limits they report that 

your colleague calls, texts, and messages them 

“at all hours.”



Scenario 2:
You are ministering to an individual who has

nothing.  They are hungry and without transportation.  

a) They ask you to give them a ride to the store.

b) They ask you to give them a ride to work each 
day.

c) They ask to borrow a few dollars to buy food / pay 
cab fare, etc.

d) They ask you to co-sign a loan for an economic 
vehicle.



Scenario 3
a) The parent of one of your students informs you that 

their spouse was just in an accident and approaches 

you with outstretched arms for a hug.

b) An individual you minister to frequently approaches you 

for a hug whenever you meet or depart.

c) An individual you minister to reports that one of your 

colleagues makes him /her uncomfortable by “standing 

too close,” and hugging, and touching him / her “too 

much.”

d) Your supervisor greets you with a lengthy embrace (to 

the point that you feel awkward / uncomfortable).



Post Training Review
1.  Ministry is about relationships for all of the 

following reasons except:

a) We were created in the image of God, the Trinity, a 

communion of persons.

b) We are all called to the universal vocation of love 

and communion.

c) Experiencing loving relationships helps us to know 

God’s love for us.

d) Man was created to be alone and must be shaped 

to desire relationship with others and with God.

e) “Being a Christian is not the result of an ethical 

choice or a lofty idea, but the encounter with an 

event, a person, which gives life a new horizon and 

a decisive direction.”  



2. According to Edward Sri, when sin entered the world 

God’s plan for human love faced which of the following 

obstacles?

a) Man became disinterested in relationships.

b) Man began to see his wife as the Creator sees 

her.

c) Man finally had mastery over his selfish 

desires.

d) Our heart’s love was tainted by selfish desires 

to use each other. 

e) We began to serve others with selfless love 

and responsibility.



3. Which of the following are central to all abuse and 

exploitation?

a) The objectification of human persons.

b) An adult who habitually lacks the use of reason.

c) Children and youth ages 18 and under.

d) An imbalance of power. 

e) Both a and d.



4. Based on Pope Francis’ Motu Proprio You are the 

Light of the World, what makes an individual 

vulnerable?

a) Being under the age of 18.

b) Habitually lacking the use of reason. 

c) Being in an infirm state, of physical or mental 

deficiency, that even occasionally limits their 

capacity to intend or to want or to in any way 

resist

d) Experiencing deprivation of personal freedom, 

that even occasionally, limits their capacity to 

intend or to want or in any way to resist the 

offense.

e) All of the above.



5.  Exploitation of power can occur under which of the 

following conditions? (Circle all that apply)

a) An individual in authority has a motivation to 

harm / use others.

b) An individual in ministry seeks power / control 

over others. 

c) An individual in ministry fails to recognize the 

power differential in relationships or the 

vulnerability of others.

d) An individual in authority fails to protect the 

vulnerable. 

e) There are unclear, inadequate, absent, or 

shifting boundaries in a ministerial relationship.



6.  From a moral perspective, which of the following 

make consent invalid?

a) If a child or young person is under age 16, or in 

a relationship with an adult.

b) If an individual fails to understand nature of the 

request. 

c) If an individual is not free to consent due to 

coercion, enticement, or threat.

d) If an individual is not free to consent due to an 

imbalance of power in the relationship. 

e) All of the above.



7.  Circle all that apply.  Clear boundaries in Ministry:

a) Are based in Truth.

b) Do not lead others to sin.

c) Respect the inherent dignity of others as 

sacred human persons. 

d) Do not establish unhealthy expectations (e.g. 

pre-grooming).

e) Maintain focus on the purpose of the 

interaction.



8.  If we are aware of abuse or exploitation in a 

ministerial relationship, regardless of the age of the 

individual, it is important that we:

a. Remain calm and respond in a supportive 

manner.

b. Communicate to the individual that they are 

not at fault.

c. Listen without interrupting.

d. Report the abuse to appropriate authorities.

e. All of the above.



Prayer to Become More Like Jesus
God, our Father, You redeemed us and made us Your 
children in Christ. Through Him You have saved us from 
death and given us Your Divine life of grace. By becoming 
more like Jesus on earth, may I come to share His glory in 
Heaven. Give me the peace of Your kingdom, which this 
world does not give. 

By Your loving care protect 

the good You have given me. 

Open my eyes to the wonders 

of Your Love that I may serve 

You with a willing heart.  In the 

name of the Father, and the 

Son, and the Holy Spirit.  

Amen.


